Practical considerations in acquiring biological signals from confocal microscope: solvent effect and temperature effect.
Fluorescence microscopic imaging (FMI) is one of the fastest growing and most powerful techniques to study cellular activities in a living single cell. FMI has been widely used to monitor the temporal and spatial changes of many important intracellular messengers such as Ca2+, H+ and cAMP. In the course of our study of cellular responses with confocal scanning fluorescence microscopy, we detected two sources of artifacts which may render experimental observations invalid. First, the water content of the DMSO used could affect the efficiency of loading of the fluorescence indicator into cells and also give rise to spurious fluorescence spots. Secondly, apparently spontaneous temperature-dependent oscillations of BCECF fluorescence and cellular pulsations were recorded in cells which might be misinterpreted as natural rhythmic behavior. These were later shown to be artifacts arising from changes in refractive indices of the immersion oil due to small fluctuations in temperature, which in turn leads to random shifts of the focal plane erroneously manifest as signal oscillations. Based on these observations, certain recommendations for the control and elimination of false images are presented.